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FOR AIRCRAFT APPLICATIOIMS AN INTRODUCTION



cast iron block V-8 auto engines. In fact, they often require a significant



The air cooled (actually fuel cooled)



By C. HALL "SKIP" JONES



amount of weight forward of the firewall for the weight and balance to work out properly. My goal was to design and build an



fuel consumption (sfc) of approximately 0.7 pounds per horsepower per hour, or a fuel flow of 28.6 gallons per



EAA 279641 PO Box 423487 Kissimmee, FL 34742 Phone 407/846-1244



What is required to actually convert a V-8 automotive engine into a reliable and efficient aircraft powerplant?



There are many details that will be encountered in the design and buildup of a top quality V-8 aircraft powerplant, but the basic requirements involve



very straight forward modifications to basic engine operational parameters to specifically meet the engine operational requirements of an aircraft. I will



separate the engine into its basic functions and offer a few ideas on each as an introduction to the subject. I will also include a few comments on propellers and propeller drive selection for auto engine conversions. There are few topics in the experimental aircraft community that will



extremely reliable aircraft engine that would produce a very conservative one horsepower per cubic inch and maximum torque at an engine speed of



4,500 rpm. I have succeeded in doing this with both the Chevy 350 and the Chevy 454 V-8 engines. My converted



of 0.45 which would give a fuel consumption of only 18.4 gallons per hour at the same cruise setting of 245 horsepower, for a fuel flow reduction of 35%. Not a minor consideration at ten discussed. In the automotive



application it is the torque that moves the vehicle from a standing stop and



The question of horsepower usually



the horsepower that keeps it moving. In a car, peak horsepower most often



comes up very early in any discussion of auto engine conversions. A direct drive Lycoming 540 cubic inch air



a fuel cost of $2 per gallon. Torque is another subject that is of-



cooled (actually fuel cooled) aircraft en-



occurs at a higher rpm than in an aircraft engine and peak torque generally occurs at a lower rpm. For this reason,



gine that delivers 350 brake (prop)



the V-8 auto engine conversion should



horsepower at 2,700 rpm (0.65 hp/cubic inch) is developing a certain internal cylinder combustion pressure (Brake



be built so that the torque curve is moved upward and the horsepower curve is moved downward so that the



Mean Effective Pressure - BMEP) to



two meet at the chosen operational



produce that horsepower. Using a



rpm of the engine as it's being operated in the aircraft. It should also be remembered that a propeller reduction



aircraft applications. The traditionalists will argue that the auto engine was



comparison, the Chevy 350 V-8 will
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cooled auto engine operates at an sfc



450 hp and 505 pounds of torque, both at 4,500 rpm.



Chevy 350 cubic inch V-8 auto engine



an aircraft engine. They will also mention low direct-drive power availability dictating the need for a heavy, expensive, and unreliable (in their opinion) prop reduction drive unit, and the potential problems arising from liquid cooling requirements. The more knowledgeable types will go on to discuss horsepower vs rpm, incorrect torque vs horsepower curves, incorrect ignition curves, and the lack of dual ignition and traditional aircraft-type mixture control capability. The question of operational experience and why there aren't more auto engines flying also seem to surface with stunning regularity. The issue seems to be primarily one of reliability with questions of weight and expense thrown in. I had many of the same questions and reservations when I first began to work with auto engine conversions. My interest is primarily in the area of high torque, high horsepower engines for use on larger aircraft such as the scale WW-II fighter replicas. These aircraft can effectively utilize very large amounts of horsepower and can easily handle the weight of the large



hour at a cruise power setting of 70% power (245 horsepower). A liquid



Chevy 350 engine is delivering 350 hp and 395 pounds of torque and my converted Chevy 454 engine is delivering



generate as much debate among experienced pilots and builders as the subject of converting auto engines for never designed for the higher sustained power output generally demanded from



Lycoming 540 will require a specific



with a 1.7:1 prop reduction drive for have to develop less BMEP to deliver 350 horsepower to the prop. Why? With a 1.7:1 reduction drive, the Chevy 350 cubic inch V-8 is actually sweeping an engine displacement of 598.5 cubic



drive unit does not affect the horsepower but does affect the torque. A conservative Chevy 350 V-8 engine will be set up to produce around 350 horsepower and 395 pounds of torque at



4,500 rpm. With a 1.7:1 reduction drive inches per prop revolution as com- unit, the horsepower will remain at 350 pared to the direct drive aircraft but the torque will go to 671.5 pounds. engine's 540 cubic inches per prop rev- A Chevy 454 V-8 engine with the same olution. If the BMEP of a Chevy 350 drive will deliver 450 horsepower and V-8 engine with a 1.71:1 prop reduction



drive is set at the same level as the Lycoming 540 aircraft engine, the Chevy 350 would be producing approximately 389 horsepower (also 0.65 hp per effective cubic inch - remember that we are sweeping 598.5 cubic inches per prop revoluation). For comparison, a Chevy 454 cubic inch V-8 operating at the same BMEP and using a prop reduction drive of 1.7:1 would deliver approximately 505 horsepower (still 0.65 hp per effective cubic inch - we are now sweeping 776.4 cubic inches per prop revolution). This type of power output can be obtained very reliably and efficiently from a properly converted auto engine due to the benefits of liquid cooling, higher compression ratios, and higher rpm as compared to an aircraft powerplant. Now let's look at fuel consumption.



858.5 pounds of torque. Regardless of what is generating the power and torque, the combination of effective



propeller pitch (mathematical pitch less propeller slippage) and rpm is what drives the airplane, and torque is what primarily allows an increase in propeller pitch at any given rpm. An auto engine with a propeller reduction drive will turn a propeller with substantially more effective pitch than will a direct drive aircraft engine of the same horsepower and will thus produce more thrust. I consider myself very fortunate to have never had much interest in cars. As a result, I had no preconceptions of what could or could not be done to adapt an auto engine for aircraft use. After not having much luck in finding people with experience in converting large auto engines for aircraft applications, I decided to look for the closest



application I could find. The engine in an aircraft is operated very simply as compared to the engine in a car, and I found a very similar application in the marine industry. Marine engines operate in a manner that is very similar to an aircraft: engine start, brief warm-up, "taxi," full power acceleration, high power cruise (compared to a car), deceleration, "taxi," and engine shut down. Marine engine builders have been working with very nearly the exact operational parameters that an aircraft engine experiences and have been doing it very successfully for many years. If you're new to auto engines and you're planning a trip to your local junkyard to look over their selection of high performance engines (any make), think again. They have been picked over years ago. The days of finding an honest factory high performance engine in a junkyard have been gone for at least a decade. The performance car builders, backyard mechanics, and would-be hot rod builders have picked the yards clean long ago. Combine that with the fact that Detroit hasn't built an honest high performance engine for nearly two decades, and the situation becomes clear. The best you can hope for in a junkyard today is to locate an engine with a high performance block on which to work your particular brand of aviation magic. Both the major auto engine manufacturers (Ford and GM) produce high performance engine blocks for use in RVs, off-road vehicles, and trucks. A high performance block will usually have 4-bolt main bearing caps, ports on the block for an external oil cooler, will usually have heavier cylinder walls, thicker water jackets, and will most often (but not always) have stronger crankshaft. All these are very desirable features for an aircraft engine conversion. There are primarily two alternatives when beginning an auto engine conversion project. The first alternative is to locate an engine with a high performance block at a local junkyard and build your engine on that block using as many (or as few) of the original parts as you choose. The second option is to locate a commercial engine rebuilder and buy a remanufactured "short block" or "long block" assembly from him. With a short block, the builder will supply the block, will have cleaned and inspected everything, and will have assembled the bottom end of the engine for you. The long block will include the above items plus the heads and the valve train. Depending on the exact source, you will have to add an oil pan, oil pump, intake manifold, carburetor,



exhaust manifolds or headers, and all exterior accessories such as ignition, alternator, water pump, fuel pump, etc. Discount sources for these individual parts and assemblies and all the required accessory items to build your engine can readily be found in ads in HOTROD and other performance car magazines.



If you locate an engine at a local junkyard, pay particular attention to two



areas before you buy it. Many automotive crankshafts are externally balanced using a dynamic damper on the front end of the crankshaft. The engine is balanced at the factory with its original vibration damper installed. Many junkyards remove these and throw them all in a pile. If this is the case, you must have your crankshaft and the damper you get with the engine rebalanced during the overhaul process. You will also need a ring gear for the starter to drive on to start the engine. There are two types. One is the heavy type used with standard transmissions. The other is a much lighter type used with automatic transmissions. Use the latter type to save weight. Again, have the crankshaft assembly balanced with this starter ring installed. Be very careful in selecting engine mounts for your aircraft auto engine installation. The standard automotive engine mounts often do not have through bolts. They use studs welded to a steel disc that is then bonded to each side of a rubber vibration damper. This works in the car since the engine weight is always down and there are no significant side forces on the mount. In the aircraft, the prop thrust is perpendicular to these studs producing forces that the mounts were never designed to handle. Use only mounts with through bolts. You can either buy them or make your own.



There are a number of general areas that should be considered in the mechanical preparation of an engine for aircraft use. In my opinion it is totally unacceptable to remove an engine from a car or truck and install it directly on an aircraft without a complete overhaul. To do so is to completely ignore not only mechanical requirements but also common sense. Walk out your front door and look both ways up and down your street and ask yourself how many of the cars you see are maintained in a manner that would make you comfortable installing that engine on an aircraft you and your family were going to fly in. Then compound the situation by having that engine experience the unknown effects of an auto accident (why else would the car be sitting in a junkyard for you to pull the engine out of it in the first place?). If those two considerations are not enough, there is another very important reason for overhauling any auto engine being considered for aircraft use. Prior to flying behind any auto engine, everything on and in the engine should be safety wired or secured by cotter pins or other methods. The vibration patterns and frequencies developed by an auto engine operated in an aircraft are very different from those generated during operation in a ground vehicle. You will be amazed at the things that will vibrate loose that never came loose in a car. You must safety everything



and you can't do that without opening up the engine.



Even if you are not interested in any performance modifications, your



engine should be completely disassem-



bled, cleaned, inspected and reassembled using all new bearings, rings,



seals, and gaskets. To do otherwise is extremely foolish, especially considering the risk as opposed to the minimal cost and amount of work involved. Safety must be everyone's primary consideration in any aircraft work, and to fly behind an engine of unknown history and condition should be considered totally unacceptable. The basic engine block will come in one of two materials and will be one of two types. It will either be made from cast iron or from aluminum and will be a standard or a high performance type block. Cast iron blocks have been around since the inception of the internal combustion engine, are well proven, are relatively inexpensive, and are excellent for the purpose. The one drawback for aircraft use is weight. Cast iron blocks are heavier than their aluminum counterparts, although not by as much as you might think. Aluminum blocks are usually considered to be somewhat more difficult to work with and are more expensive (make that much more expensive!), but are lighter in weight. The determination between cast iron or aluminum will often be made by the specific airframe application. I have found that scale fighter aircraft often require the weight of the cast iron block to make the weight and balance of the completed aircraft work out correctly. If this is not the case in your application, consider an aluminum block, but only if absolutely necessary and if the considerable additional expense is not a consideration. Standard blocks generally have two-bolt main bearing caps and lack a built-in provision for connection of an external oil cooler (no problem here - it can be easily adapted later). They may also have thinner cylinder walls and water jackets. High performance blocks generally have four-bolt main bearing caps, have provision for the attachment of an external oil cooler, and often have thicker cylinder walls and water jackets. My personal opinion is that for the relatively minor additional expense involved, the high performance block is an excellent investment. Whichever type and material block you choose, strip the block completely of all parts, plugs, etc., and have it boiled clean. This process will produce a totally clean block on which to base your engine. I also have all my blocks decked and the bearing journals line bored. The decking process is very simple and produces a perfectly flat block-to-head surface that is perfectly



square with the cylinder bores and parallel to the crankshaft. This also produces a dead flat surface for sealing of the head gaskets. The bearing journal align boring produces perfectly staight main bearing journals and reduces binding and rotating friction of the crankshaft. All three of these operations are commonly performed by engine shops, are fairly inexpensive to have done, only need to be done once,
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performance. A properly chosen aftermarket camshaft can offer very significant increases in both horsepower and torque with little or no negative effects on engine operation.



Be very careful not to over-cam your engine. A cam with excessive valve duration and overlap will increase



power and torque at high rpm but will decrease that power and torque in the



mid rpm range (which is where you will want to be operating) and will produce a rough running engine at idle. Either carefully inspect or replace the timing



chain. I use new high performance aftermarket timing chains on all my engine conversions. The stock intake systems used on



today's car engines seem to be fairly efficient unless you are out to develop top performance for a given engine size. Aftermarket aluminum intake manifolds are readily available for a



very reasonable cost and do offer lower weight, better cooling, and increased performance potential, especially when



combined with a few other basic modi-



and contribute greatly to a very reliable and trouble free engine.



The rotating group includes the crankshaft, piston rods, and pistons. You will find two types of crankshafts



commonly available. The standard type is constructed of cast iron (often called nodular iron) and are generally



considered to work very well in engines



where the red line is held below 6,000 rpm. The second type of crankshaft is



a forged steel shaft that is much stronger but is also more expensive. I install forged steel crankshafts on all



my Chevy 350 and 454 engines. Whichever type you choose, definitely



have your crankshaft magnaflux inspected for cracks prior to installation. I use stock Chevy high performance connecting rods in my engines and have them shot peened and magnafluxed. With the addition of new rod bolts and nuts, the stock Chevy high performance rods are perfectly adequate for most aircraft installations. Balance the rods as a set prior to installation. For pistons, you will have three choices: cast, forged, or hypereutectic. Cast pistons are very smooth, very quiet, have much lower installation and running clearances than forged pistons, and are the least expensive of the three. They are also the weakest. Forged pistons are the strongest, but have much greater installation and operating clearances, are noisier, and are much more expensive. Hypereutectic pistons are a fairly new type of cast piston that are stronger than standard cast pistons and retain all their operational advantages. I use hypereutectic pistons and moly rings exclusively in both my Chevy 350 and 454 engine conversions. After you have finally selected all the components of the rotating group, have the entire assembly, including the external dynamic damper, if any (the Chevy 350 engine has one while the Chevy 454



engine does not), and the starter ring gear electronically balanced. It's fairly 54 APRIL 1993



One of Skip Jones' 350 Chevy aircraft conversions on a test stand . . . minus the prop reduction unit. cheap and will make a very noticeable difference in the "feel" of your aircraft. A V-8 engine is inherently smoother run-



ning than opposed type engines, and a little extra attention to the balance of



the rotating group will almost make you



think you're flying behind a turbine engine instead of a piston engine. Intake system. The camshaft is a vital part of the engine intake system and should be considered for replacement before any other major part during an auto engine conversion for aircraft use. The camshaft is the part that is most reponsible for the location of both the horsepower and torque curves of the engine and is very much responsible for the maximum horsepower and torque values produced by the engine at any given rpm. Currently produced stock automotive camshafts are designed for fuel economy, smog control, and street driveability, not for engine



fications. I use aftermarket high performance aluminum intake manifolds on all my Chevy 350 and 454 engine conversions.



Cylinder heads are often a source of



much debate among engine builders, but for aircraft purposes, most stock



heads work very well. If you are after a little better performance, aftermarket heads can offer a worthwhile improvement at a fairly modest cost. I strongly recommend the installation of bronze valve guides, stainless steel valves, and new valve seals in your heads. The expense is minimal and the performance and reliability improvement over the stock items is significant. Also, many manufacturers are fitting their cylinder heads with press-fit studs to hold the rocker arms. These should be removed and threaded studs installed in their place. Carburetion is a subject that could



be discussed at great length, but the the outlet of each fuel tank at the last basics are pretty simple. To develop point in the fuel system prior to reachmaximum performance, you will require ing the careburetor. The selection of fuel is pretty much a carburetor that will efficiently flow right around 2 cubic feet of air per limited to either premium automotive minute per cubic inch of engine dis- fuel or aviation grade 100LL (do not use placement. I use a 650 cfm unit on my aviation grade 80/87 in an auto engine conversion with a compression ratio Chevy 350 V-8 and an 850 cfm unit on my Chevy 454 V-8. Larger capacity over about 7.5:1). Some people choose carburetors will increase horsepower to use a small "takeoff tank" filled with and torque at higher rpm, but will ad- aviation grade 10OLL fuel for takeoff, versely affect both power and torque in then switch to the main fuel system usthe mid rpm ranges where we will be ing premium auto fuel for the cruise operating. If you don't choose to buy a portion of the flight where power, head carburetor with a mixture control, don't temperatures, and manifold pressure worry about it. You really don't need it are reduced. Exhaust system. Two don'ts: don't unless you operate routinely over 10,000 feet or so. Be careful not to re- use the stock cast iron exhaust manistrict the air intake with a restrictive air folds and don't use short stacks. The cleaner assembly. Completely remove stock cast iron manifolds are too reall smog and PCV systems from your strictive (especially for a modified engine and positively block all vacuum engine), are very heavy, and are not ports. You won't use them on an air- conducive to good engine cooling. craft engine ignition system, and you Short stacks will give you every Exwill only be required to have a manifold cedrin headache that's ever been pressure tap if you're using a constant imagined all at once, especially with a speed propeller. large engine. Just because your buddy A little time and attention to detail runs short stacks on his VW powered will go a long way in building your enSonerai, don't even think about trying it gine, and matching the intake manifold on a large V-8 powered scale P-51. I ports to the engine will be well worth use aftermarket 4 into 1 tuned exhaust your time and effort. Be sure to spring headers on all my engines. They are load your throttle to the full power posi- very reasonable in cost, very light, can tion. Automotive carburetors come add up to 40 horsepower on a big enspring loaded to the idle position. You gine over short stacks or stock can always control your descent with manifolds, and they sound soooo good! the ignition in the event of a broken Ignition system. There are three throttle linkage, but if the engine goes very acceptable and very reliable to idle, it could create a less than desir- choices. Use the auto ignition system able flight experience. Consider that came with your engine (be sure to installing a safety tray under the carb to retrieve it all from the car when you pull catch any fuel that may leak. Make the the engine), use an aftermarket high tray from aluminum or steel sheet about performance ignition system, or use an 1 to 1.5 inches deep and run a drain aftermarket magneto ignition system. hose from the tray down and out the The ignition systems that have come bottom of the cowling. With the carbustock with most cars in recent years retor sitting on top of the engine, you are very reliable and provide good perdon't really need leaking fuel running formance. The aftermarket high down over your hot engine. performance ignition systems are exYou have two basic choices on how cellent and probably provide some to set up the engine fuel supply system. additional performance and reliability One option is to use a high performance advantages at a very modest additional engine driven mechanical fuel pump cost. A third method is to use an afterand run a fuel feed line to it from an market high performance magneto electric fuel pump located downstream ignition system that slips right into the of all the fuel tanks. If this is done, be stock distributor hole and is completely sure to check the mechanical fuel pump self contained. Any of these three alyou choose. Many mechanical fuel ternatives will work well with an auto pumps have a drain port located at the engine conversion as long as some atbottom of the pump case to drain fuel if tention is paid to the ignition system the internal pump diaphragm ruptures. setup. First, disable any vacuum adIf this is the case, add a drain line and vance system that may have been used run it out the bottom of the cowling. on the car. Have the mechanical or Fuel leaking into your engine compart- electronic advance mechanism redone ment during flight is a serious hazard. by a qualified shop and set to an idle The second option is to remove the en- advance of around 12 degrees with a gine driven pump entirely and use two



airframe mounted electric fuel pumps supplying fuel directly to the carburetor.



I prefer the latter system as it tends to make the engine installation a bit cleaner and does away with the mechanical fuel pump's weight and potential leakage problems. Be sure to install a fuel shut-off valve on the back side of the firewall and seal all holes in



the firewall completely prior to flight. Be sure to use top quality fuel filters at



straight line advance curve to a maxi-



powerplant and does not exist in aircraft magnetos. If the stock auto ignition system or an aftermarket electronic ignition system is used, a "backup" system can be made by using two complete systems all the way up the distributor mechanism. The second system should be controlled by a separate switch and could even be connected to a small motorcycle battery to provide redundancy for the aircraft battery (assuming you remember to keep it charged). A system such as this will share only the distributor, high tension ignition leads, and spark plugs. Use only the best high tension ignition leads with solid core wire with high temperature silicon insulation material and don't run the wires next to each other or through metallic wire looms. Due to the increased engine operating rpm and temperatures, you will most probably find that the spark plugs will need to be one range colder than the recommended auto plugs, and possibly even two ranges colder. Use a high quality spark plug and install high quality solid core ignition wiring with secure connectors between the distributor and the plugs. Electrical system. Use an automotive alternator mounted just as in the car but either reduce the size of the crankshaft belt drive pulley or increase the size of the alternator drive pulley to bring the alternator rpm down to the same speed that it was running in the car (i.e. at a crankshaft speed of around 2,400 rpm). The aircraft conversion will be running faster. Either use an alternator with a built-in solid state voltage regulator or use an external solid state voltage regulator. Do not use a vibrating points type regulator. It will eventually fail due to the vibration range found in the aircraft engine application. Install an "off" switch in the field circuit of the alternator to enable the pilot to turn the system off in the event of a voltage regulator failure. Regulators always seem to fail in the max ouput mode rather than in the zero ouput mode. The liquid cooling system is one of the most criticial parts of an auto engine conversion installation. Be sure to install a high performance high output water pump. Both coolant pressure and coolant temperature gages must be installed in the cockpit to constantly monitor the integrity and efficiency of the cooling system. The cooling system must be made to function flawlessly and efficiently or severe engine damage can occur very quickly due to overheating and the resulting lubrication problems leading to seizure of



mum advance of around 36 degrees at around 2,000 engine rpm. Exact maximum advance will depend somewhat on your specific engine make and model and any alterations you choose to make from the stock engine configuration. The vacuum advance feature on a car engine provides for additional



metal components. The basic system functions exactly as it did in the car installation using the engine driven water pump assembly and an external radiator. The aircraft installation must also have a coolant header tank installed that is located above the highest point



feature is unnecessary on an aircraft



brass radiator and a pressure cap of around 10 psi. Use a mixture of at least



spark advance and therefore additional power during hard acceleration. This



of the engine. Use an aluminum or
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50% high quality antifreeze mixed with distilled water to inhibit internal corrosion and the resulting reduced efficiency of the cooling system. The few pennies saved by using a pure water mix or using tap water rather than distilled water isn't worth the risk of even a little internal corrosion during idle periods in the hangar or on the ramp. Be sure to locate the radiator in a spot where differential pressure will force sufficient air flow through the fins to provide adequate cooling. If the radiator is located aft of the cabin as in the P-51, run only metal tubing or high pressure/high temperature fluid hose coolant lines through the cockpit area. A burst low pressure hose spraying hot coolant all over the pilot will not have a positive effect on the ensuing emergency landing. The engine lubrication system operates exactly as it did in the auto installation. The oil pressure is provided by an engine driven oil pump supplied by a wet sump oil tank. Be sure to use a high performance high volume oil pump, check the clearances on the oil pump during the engine overhaul, and braze or weld the oil pump pick-up tube to the housing (many are a factory press-fit and may vibrate loose at the vibration frequencies experienced in the aircraft). The oil pan should have baffles installed (braze or weld them in place) to prevent the oil from moving away from the pickup tube during slips and skids in flight. Also consider using a splash tray under the crankshaft to prevent the counterweights from spinning in the oil bath which wastes horsepower and disturbs the oil return to the sump. The engine may or may not need to have an external oil cooler installed with a thermostatic bypass valve to ensure proper oil temperature control. Only inflight testing and experience with your particular installation will tell you for sure. The oil filter may be either engine mounted (on the block as in the car) or remotely mounted on the firewall. I prefer the latter installation as the filter is not subjected to the engine vibrations. If the remote installation is properly done and the location is carefully chosen, the filter can be easier and less messy to change. In either case, the oil filter should be safetied to prevent loosening under vibration. If you are using remote oil filter and/or an oil



to using in your car engine. Install both oil pressure and oil temperature gages in the cockpit. Try to keep the operational oil temperature between 210-220 degrees with an operational red line at 245 degrees. Oil that is too cool will waste horsepower to drive the oil pump (as much as 10 hp) and oil that is too hot will not lubricate properly under load. Adjust the oil pressure relief valve to give 45-55 pounds of oil pressure. Less is risking poor lubrication and more is wasting power and risking excessive cylinder wall lubrication and oil bypassing the rings and getting into the combustion chamber. Paint the inside of the engine block with Glyptal to aid the oil in returning to the oil sump. Also avoid the use of chrome valve covers. They look good (to the few people who will ever see them) but they don't cool worth a darn. Power transfer systems. The auto engine will not develop reasonable performance with the propeller bolted directly to the crankshaft as is done with direct drive aircraft engines. The auto engine must operate at a higher rpm than an aircraft engine and requires a prop reduction drive unit of some type to keep the prop rpm at a reasonable level. The lower the prop rpm (within reason), the more efficient it will be and the quieter it will operate. For V-8 engines, a reduction ratio of beween 1.5:1 and 2.0:1 will work very well. A ratio higher than 1.5:1 will not allow the development of the engines potential horsepower and torque, and a ratio lower than 2:1 is unnecessary if the engine is set up properly and will result in a higher than required rpm. I believe that most V-8 engines should be limited to a red line of around 5,000 rpm to maximize long term reliability. This sounds high, but this is actually a fairly conservative figure for a properly set up and balanced auto engine. At an engine red line of 5,000 rpm, a 1.5:1 reduction will yield a prop rpm of 3,333 and a 2:1 reduction would yield a prop rpm of 2,500. I have more or less settled on a ratio of around 1.7:1 which gives an engine red line rpm of 4,590 rpm with a prop rpm of 2,700. The selection of a specific ratio will depend on the length of the prop, number of prop blades, and the weight and anticipated speed of the aircraft. The longer the prop and the more blades it has, the slower it can turn and still



amounts of horsepower, are very smooth operating, and can be set up to operate constant speed props. Chain drives are also very strong, fairly quiet, and can handle significant amounts of horsepower. Most 4-wheel drive vehicles and various types of industrial equipment have been using chain drives very successfully for many years. The belt drive is the simplest to build, generally the lightest, and can be made to easily handle any amount of power that will be generated by an auto engine, but cannot be made to accept a constant speed prop. Be very careful not to build a belt reduction drive ratio too close to exactly 2:1 unless you make it exactly 2:1. A belt running just a few teeth off from exactly 2:1 will generate a vibration that is both obnoxious and dangerous and will also tend to wear excessively. Propellers need not be a problem area for auto engine conversions. Fixed pitch wood propellers can be made in nearly any length or pitch and can be made in two, three, and fourblade configurations. Wood props in general are slightly less efficient than metal props but run very smoothly, are less subject to vibration, and are often more economical. Fixed pitch metal props are available to handle significant power outputs but are commonly available only in 2-blade design which is unacceptable for aircraft such as replica fighter aircraft requiring 3 or 4blade props for realistic appearance. Constant speed propellers are available to handle any amount of horsepower desired and are available in 2, 3, and 4-blade configurations. They are also heavier, more expensive, require a prop governor to operate as a constant speed unit, and must have an engine/reduction combination set up to supply oil pressure to the prop hub to operate the prop pitch change mechanism. Many people do not believe that a constant speed prop is worth the expense and the weight for high horsepower homebuilt aircraft. Most of these high horsepower type aircraft are operating with horsepower to weight ratios that are far in excess of any factory produced aircraft and don't need the constant speed prop for either climb or cruise. With a ground adjustable prop adjusted for cruise flight, the plane will still outclimb anything



the oil cooler to the engine using high pressure high temperature fluid lines and fittings and safety all connections. If you are planning to operate primarily on aviation 100LL fuel, I recommend using aviation ashless dispersant (AD) engine oil. If you are planning to operate primarily on automotive premium fuel, use premium automotive HD oil. Remember that the rpm, bearing pressures, and temperatures will be higher for the aircraft installation than they were for the auto installation due to the higher rpm and power output, so a heavier weight oil will be required than what you are used



Generally speaking, faster airplanes tend to have faster turning props of a smaller diameter and coarser pitch and slower airplanes tend to have slower turning props of greater diameter and finer pitch. There are basically three types of propeller reduction units available gear, chain, and belt drive. The gear and chain drives both require constant oil lubrication and an enclosed environment in which to run. Both generally require cast housings and are generally more expensive than belt drive units. Gear drives offer an infinite selection of reduction ratios, can harness very large



Beach and run away from it in cruise as well while burning 2/3 the fuel. Ground adjustable propellers can be made from constant speed propellers in one of three ways. The easiest way is to disassemble the prop and carefully ream and thread the oil entry port at the base of the propeller hub (engine



cooler, connect both the oil filter and
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generate acceptable thrust levels.



that was ever born in Wichita or Vero



side) and install a grease fitting. Pump



the hub full of grease to establish the desired low pitch setting for the prop. Sounds strange, but pumping the hub full of engine oil is exactly what the propeller governor does during constant speed propeller operation. The grease merely takes the place of the engine oil.



The second method is to disassemble the prop and install a spacer(s) under the piston inside the propeller hub to mechanically establish a new low pitch stop position. The third method involves some machine work to install a threaded rod through the propeller dome, piston, and base with a traveling nut installed in the piston. This setup allows the pitch angle to be easily changed from the front of the prop with



the propeller mounted on the engine. Any of these methods will work well. By using a 3 or 4-blade propeller from an Airesearch TPE-331 turboprop engine (MU-2, Aero Commander, etc.), any amount of horsepower can be handled easily and the blades are long enough to look scale on the larger homebuilt fighter types. These propellers routinely harness power levels over 1,000 horsepower, so your auto engine conversion isn't likely to strain it much. These props can often be found with damaged tips making them unairworthy for a certified aircraft but excellent for adaptation and shortening to fit on a homebuilt. (Note: a propeller from a Pratt & Whitney PT-6 turbo-prop engine will not work - it has no internal low pitch stops.) You should be aware that no certified propeller shop is likely to agree to perform any of the above modifications for you. You will have to find a person who is familiar with propellers and has the machine shop capability to do the work accurately. Any of the above modifications will permanently render the prop unairworthy for reinstallation on any FAA certified aircraft. It is not feasible to cover every detail of an auto engine conversion project in a single article. Many details of the project are determined by the specific engine being converted and by the physical and aerodynamic considerations of the airframe in which the engine will be installed. An auto engine can be converted in an excellent, reliable, and very powerful aircraft powerplant if a few basic principles and sound shop practices are followed. • About the Author



C. Hall "Skip" Jones has been active as a pilot, in maintenance and in aviation education since 1972. He has a masters degree in Curriculum and Instruction, an ATP license, is a CFII, A&P and has an Inspection Authorization. He has served as general manager and chief pilot for several corporate flight departments, and was an assistant professor of Aerospace Technology at Kent State University. Recently, he was part of the management start-up team for a new international ab initio airline pilot training school. He currently operates an aviation training firm in Kissimmee, FL specializing in the A&P license and the IA rating, and an aircraft repair and restoration shop. A specialty is conversion of V-6 and V-8 auto engines for aircraft use.
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Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.










 








Propellers for Light Aircraft - Size 

Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...










 








Tuned Exhaust Systems For Aircraft Engines 

Because Lycoming and Continental engines operate at practically constant ... The combustion chamber entry of the incoming fuel â€” air charge begins during ...










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).










 








Jigs for Wooden Aircraft - Size 

Each joint can therefore be checked at once ... The fourth type of spar is the complex laminated cantilever ... a top and bottom laminated built-up cantilever boom,.










 








Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

represents one of the best of the high-performance type plastics introduced since World War II. In many commercial applications (pipe and fittings, ... Try sawing, drilling, ..... weight and cost of an assembly or provide longer service life.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft - Size 

sive porting and turbo charging. Larger gaps at the plugs and worn ... A Capacitor. Discharge Ignition, or GDI, sends 400v to the coil for each spark. If the cor-.










 








weighing engines and aircraft 

limit, could cause the race car to be dis- qualified and cost the driver thousands of dollars in prize money. Joe Ruggles says the scales are accurate to 1 pound.










 








Flying Truck Engines - Size 

require major maintenance at a few hundred ..... $289." -core. 200.211 212 core $80.00 E*ch (Core Must be like! ... laskets. installation instructions include identifica- tion and .... rials m all available Quantities at the Lowest Prices. any order 










 








The Case for Rotary Engines - Size 

â€œHow would you likeâ€¦an engine that weighs half as much as your ..... as well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can find him ...










 








pc-302 - textron lycoming - o-235 series aircraft engines - Size 

Jun 1, 1982 - SUPPORT ASSY., Starter ring gear. 10/12 pitch. 3 25'1 drive ... Used with fixed pitch propeller. Revised ... A C. L. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 62817. 68974. 69510. 61173. STD-294. 12 STD-111 ..... SEAT, Exhaust valve (solid). SEAT, Exhaust .....










 








Cowling and Cooling of Light Aircraft Engines - Size 

lems. This is because cooling takes engine power that is needed for performance. The designer wants the engine in his plane to cool, but because he wants all ...










 








Engines and Avionics.. - Size 

nents, a 40-hp electric motor/generator was mounted on the engine, and when .... Mistral Enginesâ€”A rotary engine is a novelty these days in aircraft, but Mistral.










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel re- ..... the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. header tank because it vibratesâ€”.










 








Landing Gears for Light Aircraft - Size 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

Coaxial cable is generally used to connect both com- munication and navigational antennas to the radio equip- ment. RG 8/U, .405 in. diameter, or RG 58A/U, ...










 








Aircraft Building: Time for TIG - Size 

Building" in the April 2000 EAA. Sport Aviation for an ... Some smaller units work on 120 volts, hut most machines, like the ... There are a variety of TIG electrical power units, and homebuilders ... and their filler materials. When you're ready to 










 








Liasse fiscale Safran Aircraft Engines 

NumÃ©ro SIRET *. BILAN - ACTIF. NÂ° 10937 âœ± 20. Formulaire obligatoire (article 53 A du code gÃ©nÃ©ral des impÃ´ts). DGFiP NÂ° 2050-SD 2018. DÃ©signation de ...










 








Scale Aircraft Factors - Size 

In effect, the dynamic model becomes a complex inlegral- ... As angular acceleration is radians |x>r second squared, or. 1/L, we have .... teresting sport safer.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

Griffin, GA. November 7-8...... Corona, CA .. (Aircraft Builders Conference). December 5-6 . . . . . Phoenix, AZ. Information on these workshops can be obtained by ...










 








Flapping Wing Aircraft - Size 

1,810,182 was duly issued in 1931 to one Angel (sic). Mateo for an "Aeroplane of ..... Since wing forces are proportional to the square of the velocity, a part of the ...










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

AIRCRAFT BUILDING. BASICS OF .... A review of the safety issues in- .... Wireless telephone interface for business utility â€¢ Optional DRAWS recorder and.
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